
The celebration of Tu B'Shvat in Israel this week is also known as the New Year for Trees.

Traditionally, when a new tree is planted we cannot eat the fruit for the first three years

and the fourth is for G-d. This holiday connects us to the land of Israel and just as trees

grow with patience and care we are also seeing the fruits of our work and dedication to

the Soroka Medical Center that we have planted and nurtured over the years.

SOROKA STORIES

GREETINGS BOARD MEMBERS,

HOSPITAL PERSONNEL SHORTAGE
As many as 5,657 health staff were in quarantine

as of Wednesday. On Tuesday, around 3,800 staff

were in quarantine, including 542 doctors and

1,000 nurses. The Health Ministry’s decision to

allow individuals infected by Omicron   to leave

isolation after a week instead of 10 days passed

on Thursday. 
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ISRAEL HITS 48,000 CASES

Israel hits a record of daily cases on Wednesday,

with 48,282 virus carriers identified through

testing. Experts have  warned that Israel is likely to

see serious cases rise to 2,500 a day, severely

straining the health system. However, the numbers

of seriously sick and deaths during the Omicron

wave have remained much lower than those of

previous waves.
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HOW EFFECTIVE IS THE 4TH BOOSTER? 
Researchers at  Soroka are examining how

effective the fourth vaccine is, in the framework of

a world-wide and largest research of general

health care. The study will provide primary and

essential information on the effectiveness of the

booster shots with 1,000 participants.

ISRAEL PREPPED FOR AN EARTHQUAKE? 
Early Tuesday morning, Israel experienced a light

earthquake after a tremor struck nearby Cyprus.

While this was a light earthquake, experts have

predicted that a massive one will hit Israel in the

coming years. One of the last largest earthquakes

was in 1837, measuring 6.75 and has personal

significance as my husband’s great grandmother

died in Sfad in that earthquake.

https://www.jpost.com/health-and-wellness/coronavirus/article-692335

